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              Tess of the d'Urbervilles -  A Pure Woman

              
 by   Thomas Hardy 
Tess of the d'Urbervilles: A Pure Woman, is a novel written by Thomas Hardy, an English novelist who prefers to be called himself as a poet, though his initial recognition came through his novels such as Far from the Madding Crowd, The Mayor of Casterbridge, Jude the Obscure and Tess of the d'Urbervilles.

Tess of the d'Urbervilles, explores the ..
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              Jude the Obscure

              
 by   Thomas Hardy 
Jude the Obscure is a novel written by Thomas Hardy, an English author remembered for his writings of a declining rural society through his writings such as Under the Greenwood Tree, A Pair of Blue Eyes, The Mayor of Casterbridge and Desperate Remedies.

The novel narrates how a conservative society victimizing a village stonemason and his childr..
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              The Return of the Native

              
 by   Thomas Hardy 
The Return of the Native is a sensational novel written by the English Novelist Thomas Hardy, who is remembered for his multitude of literary works in the form of novels, short stories, poems, and plays.

Out of his numerous writings, notable are The Poor Man and the Lady, The Woodlanders, The Mayor of Casterbridge, A Pair of Blue Eyes, and The H..
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              Far from the Madding Crowd

              
 by   Thomas Hardy 
Far from the Madding Crowd is classic novel written by Thomas Hardy which narrates the story of Gabriel Oak and Bathsheba Everdene in the sets of a country side farm.  Gabriel Oak who owns a sheep farm falls in love with Bathsheba Everdene, who found her shelters with her aunt Mrs Hurst who works in Gabriel's farm.  Bathsheba who giv..
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              Under the Greenwood Tree

              
 by   Thomas Hardy 
Thomas Hardy's pastoral novel Under The Greenwood Tree explores the triangle romance between School mistress Fancy Day, Church musician Dick Dewy and the vicar Maybold. While Fancy Day's beauty made Dick to be longing for her, Maybold loved her skills of playing modern organ music. Initially Fancy falls in love with Dick and gets engaged secretly. ..
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              Moments of Vision

              
 by   Thomas Hardy 
English author Thomas hardy is little known by the literary world as poet, though he is well remembered for his tragic novels. Here is a collection of his poem with the collection titled on one his poem Moments of vision along with other poems like The Change, Afternoon services at Melsstock, First Sight of her and After, At the Word Farewell, At a..
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              A Pair of Blue Eyes

              
 by   Thomas Hardy 
Thomas hardy' s another tragic novel A Pair of Blue Eyes, explores the life of Elfride Swancourt, who was unfortunate to marry an elderly man, in-spite of being loved by Stephen Smith and Henry Knight in her early years. Henry Knight, a relative of Elfride's step mother wish to marry her. However knowing her early relationship with Stephen Smith, h..
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              The Trumpet Major

              
 by   Thomas Hardy 
The Trumpet-Major is a novel written by Thomas Hardy during Napoleonic wars and ironically with preliminary note by the author. Anne Garland's suitors the brothers John Loveday, serving British regiment and Bob Loveday, a sailor and Festus Derriman, a coward. While John fights in Peninsular War, Bob serving at Trafalgar. Though this novel does not ..
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